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CHAPTER 15
SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR PASSENGER VESSELS
15-1

GENERAL PROVISIONS

15-1.1

The following provisions shall not apply:

(i)
(ii)
15-1.2
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
15.01(3)

[5-6.2 sentence 2 and 5-6.7];
[6-2.1.3 sentence 2] for rated voltages of over 50V.
The following items of equipment are prohibited on passenger vessels:
lamps powered by liquefied gas or liquid fuel;
vaporising oil-burner stoves;
solid fuel heaters;
devices fitted with wick burners;
liquefied gas devices according to Chapter [9].
Vessels without their own power cannot be licensed for passenger transport.

15-1.3
On passenger vessels, areas shall be provided for use by persons with reduced mobility,
according to the provisions of this chapter. If the application of provisions of this chapter which take
into account the specific safety needs of people with reduced mobility is difficult in practice or incurs
unreasonable costs, the Administration can allow exceptions from these provisions.
15-2

VESSEL HULL

15-2.1
In the course of periodical inspections referred to in [1bis-4], the thickness of the outside
plating of steel passenger vessels shall be determined as follows:
(i)

The minimum thickness tmin of the bottom, bilge and side plating of the outer hull of
passenger vessels is determined in accordance with the larger value of the following
formulae:
t 2min = f . 0.55 . L WL [mm].
t 1min = 0.006 . a . T [mm];
In these formulae:
f

= 1 + 0.0013 . (a - 500);

a

= longitudinal or transverse frame spacing [mm], and where the frame spacing is
less than 400 mm, a = 400 mm should be entered.

(ii)

It is permissible to fall short of the minimum value determined in accordance with (i) above
for the plate thickness in cases where the permitted value has been determined and certified
on the basis of a mathematical proof for the sufficient strength (longitudinal, transverse and
local) of the vessel's hull.

(iii)

At no point of the outside plating shall the thickness calculated in accordance with (i) or
(ii) above be less than 3 mm.
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(iv)

Plate renewals shall be carried out when bottom, bilge or side plate thicknesses have fallen
short of the minimum value determined in accordance with (i) or (ii), in conjunction with
(iii) above.

15-2.2
The number and position of bulkheads shall be selected such that, in the event of flooding,
the vessel remains buoyant according to [15-3.7 to 15-3.13]. Every portion of the internal structure
which affects the efficiency of the subdivision of such vessels shall be watertight, and shall be of a design
which will maintain the integrity of the subdivision.
15-2.3
The distance between the collision bulkhead and the forward perpendicular shall be at least
0.04 LWL and not more than 0.04 LWL + 2 m.
15-2.4
A transverse bulkhead may be fitted with a bulkhead recess, if all parts of this offset lie
within the safe area 1/.
15-2.5
The bulkheads, which are taken into account in the damaged stability calculation according
to [15-3.7 to 15-3.13], shall be watertight and be installed up to the bulkhead deck. Where there is no
bulkhead deck, these bulkheads shall extend to a height at least 20 cm above the margin line.
15-2.6
The number of openings in these bulkheads shall be kept as low as is consistent with the type
of construction and normal operation of the ship. Openings and penetrations shall not have a
detrimental effect on the watertight function of the bulkheads.
15-2.7

Collision bulkheads shall have no openings and no doors.

15-2.8
Bulkheads according to [15-2.5] separating the engine rooms from passenger areas or crew
and shipboard personnel accommodation shall have no doors.
15-2.9
Manually operated doors without remote control in bulkheads referred to in [15-2.5], are
permitted only in areas not accessible to passengers. They shall:
(i)

remain closed at all times and be opened only temporarily to allow access;

(ii)

be fitted with suitable devices to enable them to be closed quickly and safely;

(iii)

display the following notice on both sides of the doors: "Close door immediately after
passing through".

15-2.10
Doors in bulkheads referred to in [15-2.5], that are open for long periods shall comply with
the following requirements:

1/

(i)

They shall be capable of being closed from both sides of the bulkhead and from an easily
accessible point above the bulkhead decks.

(ii)

After being closed by remote control the door shall be such that it can be opened again
locally and closed safely. Closure shall not be impeded by carpeting, foot rails or other
obstructions.

(iii)

The time taken for the remote-controlled closure process shall be at least 30 seconds but not
more than 60 seconds.

To add to the definitions.
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(iv)

During the closure procedure an automatic acoustic alarm shall sound by the door.

(v)

The door drive and alarm shall also be capable of operating independently of the main onboard power supply. There shall be a device at the location of the remote control that
displays whether the door is open or closed.

15-2.11
area.

Doors in bulkheads referred to in [15-2.5], and their actuators shall be located in the safe

15-2.12
There shall be a warning system in the wheelhouse to indicate which of the doors in
bulkheads referred to in 15-2.5 is open.
15-2.13
Open-ended piping and ventilation ducts shall be offset in such a way that, in any
conceivable flooding, no additional spaces or tanks are flooded through them.
(i)

If several compartments are openly connected by piping or ventilation ducts, such piping
and ducts shall, in an appropriate place, be lead above the waterline corresponding to the
worst possible flooding.

(ii)

Piping need not meet the requirement under (i), if shut-off devices are fitted in the piping
where it passes through the bulkheads and which can be remotely controlled from a point
above the bulkhead deck.

(iii)

Where a pipework system has no open outlet in a compartment, the pipework shall be
regarded as intact in the event of this compartment being damaged, if it runs within the safe
area and is more than 0.50 m from the bottom of the vessel.

15-2.14
Remote controls of bulkhead doors according to [15-2.10] and shut-off devices according to
[15-2.13 (ii)] above the bulkhead deck shall be clearly indicated as such.
15-2.15
Where double bottoms are fitted, their height shall be at least 0.60 m, and where wing voids
are fitted, their width shall be at least 0.60 m.
15-2.16
Windows may be situated below the margin line, if they are watertight, cannot be opened,
possess sufficient strength and conform to [15-6.15].
15-3

STABILITY 2/

15-3.1
It shall be proved by a calculation based on the results from the application of a standard
for intact stability that the intact stability of the vessel is appropriate. All calculations shall be carried
out free to heel, trim and sinkage.
15-3.2
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
2/

The intact stability shall be proven for the following standard load conditions:
at the start of the voyage: 100 % passengers, 98 % fuel and fresh water, 10 % waste water;
during the voyage: 100 % passengers, 50 % fuel and fresh water, 50 % waste water;
at the end of the voyage: 100 % passengers, 10 % fuel and fresh water, 98 % waste water;
unladen vessel: no passengers, 10 % fuel and fresh water, no waste water.

The stability requirements for passenger vessels prescribed in chapter 4 (TRANS/SC.3/2004/1) should be
deleted. Symbols used in formulae in chapters 4 and 15 for calculation of stability of vessels should be harmonized.
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For all standard load conditions, the ballast tanks shall be considered as either empty or full in
accordance with normal operational conditions.
As a precondition for changing the ballast whilst under way, the requirement of [15-3.3(iv)] shall be
proved for the following load condition:
100% passengers, 50% fuel and fresh water, 50% waste water, all other liquid (including
ballast) tanks are considered filled to 50%.
If this condition cannot be met, an entry shall be made in the vessel’s certificate to the effect that, whilst
under way, the ballast tanks can only be empty or full and that, whilst under way, the ballast conditions
must not be changed.
15-3.3 The proof of adequate intact stability by means of a calculation shall be produced using the
following definitions for the intact stability and for the standard load conditions mentioned in
[15-3.2(i to iv)]:
(i)

the maximum righting lever hmax shall occur at a heeling angle φmax ≥ 15° and shall not be
less than 0.20 m . However, in case φf < φmax the righting lever at the downflooding angle φf
shall not be less than 0.20 m;

(ii)

the downflooding angle φf shall not be less than 15°;

(iii)

the area A under the curve of the righting levers shall, depending on the position of φf and
φmax , reach at least the following values 3/:

Case
1
φmax = 15°
2
15° < φmax < 30°
3
4

15° < φf < 30°

A
0.07 m rad to angle φ = 15°
0.055+0.001·(30- φmax) m.rad to angle φmax
.

φmax ≤ φf
φmax > φf

φmax ≥ 30° and φf ≥ 30°

0.055+0.001·(30- φf) m.rad to angle φf
0.055 m.rad to angle φ = 30°

where:

3/

hmax

is the maximum lever

φ

the heeling angle

φf

the downflooding angle, that is the heeling angle, at which openings in the hull, in
the superstructure or deck houses which cannot be closed so as to be weather tight,
submerge

φmax

the heeling angle at which the maximum righting lever occurs

A

area beneath the curve of the righting levers

(iv)

the initial metacentric height, GMo, corrected by the effect of the free surfaces of liquid in
tanks, shall not be less than 0.15 m;

(v)

in each of the following two cases the heeling angle shall not exceed 12°:

Values identical to IMO Resolution A.749 (18), for offshore supply vessels.
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-

in application of the heeling moment due to passengers and wind according to [153.4 and 15-3.5];
in application of the heeling moment due to passengers and turning according to
[15-3.4 and 15-3.6];

(vi)

for a heeling moment resulting from moments due to passengers, wind and turning
according to[15-3.4, 15-3.5 and 15-3.6], the residual freeboard shall be not less than 200 mm;

(vii)

for vessels with windows or other openings in the hull located below the bulkhead decks and
not closed watertight, the residual safety clearance shall be at least 100 mm on the
application of the three heeling moments resulting from subsection (vi).

15-3.4
The heeling moment due to one-sided accumulation of persons shall be calculated according
to the following formulae:

MP = g ⋅ P ⋅ y = g ⋅ ∑ Pi ⋅ y i [kNm]
where:
P = total mass of persons on board in [t], calculated by adding up the maximum
permitted number of passengers and the maximum number of shipboard personnel
and crew under normal operating conditions, assuming an average mass per person
of 0.075 t;
y = lateral distance of centre of gravity of total mass of persons P from centre line in
[m];
g

= acceleration of gravity (g = 9.81 m/s²);

Pi = mass of persons accumulated on area Ai in [t];
Pi = ni · 0.075 ·Ai [t]
where:
Ai =

area occupied by persons in [m²];

ni =

number of persons per square meter;

ni = 4 for free deck areas and deck areas with movable furniture; for deck areas with
fixed seating furniture such as benches, ni shall be calculated by assuming an area
of 0.45 m in width and 0.75 m in seat depth per person;
yi = lateral distance of geometrical centre of area Ai from centre line in [m];
The calculation shall be carried out for an accumulation of persons both to starboard and to port.
The distribution of persons shall correspond to the most unfavourable one from the point of view of
stability. Cabins shall be assumed unoccupied for the calculation of the persons’ heeling moment.
For the calculation of the loading cases, the centre of gravity of a person should be taken as 1 m above
the lowest point of the deck at 0.5 LWL, ignoring any deck curvature and assuming a mass of 0.075 t per
person.
A detailed calculation of deck areas which are occupied by persons may be dispensed with if the
following values are used:
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P =

1.1 · Fmax · 0.075 for day trip vessels
1.5 · Fmax · 0.075 for cabin vessels
where:
Fmax = maximum permitted number of passengers on board

Y =
15-3.5

B/2 in [m]

The heeling moment due to wind pressure (Mw) shall be calculated as follows:
Mw =

pw . Aw . (lw+T/2) [kNm]

where :
pw =

the specific wind pressure of 0.15 kN/m² for zone 3 and 0.25 kN/m² for zone 1 and
2;

Aw =

lateral plane of the vessel above the waterline according to the considered load
conditions as given in [15-3.2], in m²;

lw =

distance of the centre of gravity of the lateral plane AW from the waterline
according to the considered load conditions as given in [15-3.2], in m.

15-3.6
The heeling moment due to centrifugal force (Mdr), caused by the turning of the vessel, shall
be calculated as follows:
Mdr = cdr . CB . v² . D/LWL . (KG - T/2) [kNm]
where:
cdr

= a coefficient of 0,45;

CB

= block coefficient (if not known, taken as 1.0);

v

= maximum speed of the vessel in m/s;

KG = distance between the centre of gravity and the keel line [base plane] 4/ in m.
For passenger vessels with propulsion systems according to [10A-7], Mdr shall be derived
from full-scale or model tests or else from corresponding calculations.
15-3.7
It shall be proved, by means of a calculation that the damaged stability of the vessel is
appropriate.
15-3.8
Buoyancy of the vessel in the event of flooding shall be proven for the standard load
conditions specified in [15-3.2]. Accordingly, mathematical proof of sufficient stability shall be
determined for the three intermediate stages of flooding (25%, 50% and 75% of flood build-up) and for
the final stage of flooding.
15-3.9
Vessels operating in zones 1, 2 and 3 shall comply with 2-compartment status 5/ except for
vessels not exceeding 45 m in length and intended for the carriage of at most 250 passengers which
may have 1-compartment status. However, vessels which are required to have 2-compartment
4/

If the term ‘base plane” is to be used it should be defined in chapter 1.
Russian experts in the Group of Volunteers consider that the requirement concerning 2-compartment status is
excessive.

5/
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status and which operate in zones 2and 3 may have 1-compartment status on condition that they have a
double skin with a minimum distance between outer and inner skins of [0.6] m and the space enclosed by
the outer and inner skins is subdivided to 2-compartment status. In zone 3 Basin administrations may
allow the 1-compartment status.
The following assumptions concerning the extent of damage shall be taken into account in the event of
flooding:

(i)

assumed dimensions of damages applicable
2-compartment status are stated in the table below:

to

1-compartment

status

and

Dimension of the side damage
longitudinal l [m]

1.20 +.07·LWL

transverse b [m]

B/5

vertical h [m]

from the bottom upwards without delimitation
Dimension of the bottom damage

longitudinal l [m]

1.20 + 0.07·LWL

transverse b [m]

B/5

vertical h [m]

0.59, pipework installed according to 15-2.13 (iii)
shall be deemed intact

(ii)

For 1-compartment status the bulkheads can be assumed to be intact if the distance between
two adjacent bulkheads is greater than the damage length. Longitudinal bulkheads at a
distance of less than B/3 from the outer plating measured perpendicular to centre line from
the shell plating at the maximum draught shall not be taken into account for calculation
purposes.

(iii)

For 2-compartment status each bulkhead within the extent of damage will be assumed to be
damaged. The vessel shall remain buoyant after flooding.

(iv)

The lowest point of every non-watertight opening (e.g. doors, windows, access hatchways)
shall lie at least 0.10 m above the damaged waterline. The bulkhead deck shall not be
immersed in the final stage of flooding.

(v)

Permeability is assumed to be 95%. If it is proven by a calculation that the average
permeability of any compartment is less than 95%, the calculated value can be used instead.
The values to be adopted shall not be less than:
Lounges
95 %
Engine and boiler rooms
85 %
Luggage and store rooms
75 %
Double bottoms, fuel bunkers and other tanks, depending on whether, according
to their intended purpose, they are to be assumed to be full or empty for the
vessel floating at the plane of maximum draught
0 or 95 %
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The calculation of free surface effect in intermediate stages of flooding shall be based on the
gross surface area of the damaged compartments.
(vi)

If damage of a smaller dimension than specified above produces more detrimental effects
with respect to heeling or loss of metacentric height, such damage shall be taken into
account for calculation purposes.

15-3.10
met:
(i)

For all intermediate stages of flooding referred to in [15-3.8], the following criteria shall be

(ii)

beyond the heel in the equilibrium position of the intermediate stage in question, the positive
part of the righting lever curve shall display a righting lever value of
GZ ≥ 0.02 m before the first unprotected opening becomes immersed or a heeling angle φ of
25° is reached;

(iii)

non-watertight openings shall not be immersed before the heel in the equilibrium position of
the intermediate stage in question has been reached.

the heeling angle ϕ at the equilibrium position of the intermediate stage in question shall
not exceed 15°;

15-3.11
During the final stage of flooding, the following criteria shall be met taking into account the
heeling moment due to passengers in accordance with [15-3.4]:
the heeling angle ϕE shall not exceed 10°;

(i)

(ii)

ϕE ≤ 10°

A ≥ 0,0065 mrad

GZR ≥ 0,05 m

lever GZ [m]

beyond the equilibrium position the positive part of the righting lever curve shall display a
righting lever value of GZR ≥ 0.05 m with an area A ≥ 0.0065 m rad. These minimum values
for stability shall be met until the immersion of the first unprotected opening or in any case
before reaching a heeling angle ϕm ≤ 25°;

GZK (lever due to
passenger moment)

heeling angle ϕ [°]
first unprotected opening in
the water, but ϕm ≤ 25°
equilibrium in
flooded condition
equilibrium in flooded
condition due to
passenger moment
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(iii)

non-watertight openings shall not be immersed before the equilibrium position has been
reached; if such openings are immersed before this point, the rooms affording access are
deemed to be flooded for damaged stability calculation purposes.

15-3.12
The shut-off devices which shall be able to be closed watertight shall be marked
accordingly.
15-3.13
If cross-flood openings to reduce asymmetrical flooding are provided, they shall meet the
following conditions:
(i)

for the calculation of cross-flooding, IMO Resolution A.266 (VIII) shall be applied;

(ii)

they shall be self-acting;

(iii)

they shall not be equipped with shut-off devices;

(iv)

the total time allowed for compensation shall not exceed 15 minutes.

15-4

SAFETY CLEARANCE AND FREEBOARD

15-4.1

The safety clearance shall be at least equal to the sum of:

(i)

the additional lateral immersion, which, measured on the outside plating, is produced by the
permissible heeling angle according to [15-3.3(v)], and

(ii)

the residual safety clearance according to [15-3.3(vii)].

For vessels without a bulkhead deck, the safety clearance shall be not less than: 1900 mm in zone 1,
1000 mm in zone 2 and 500 mm in zone 3.
15-4.2

The freeboard shall be at least equal to the sum of:

(i)

the additional lateral immersion, which, measured on the outside plating, is produced by the
heeling angle according to [15-3.3(v)], and

(ii)

the residual freeboard according to [15-3.3(vi)].

However, the remaining freeboard shall be not less than: 600 mm in zone 1, 400 mm in zone 2 and
300 mm in zone 3. 6/
15-4.3
The maximum draught level is to be set so as to ensure compliance with the safety
clearance according to [15-4.1], and the freeboard according to [15-4.2, 15-2 and 15-3].
15-4.4
For safety reasons, the Administration may stipulate a greater safety clearance or a greater
freeboard.
15-5

MAXIMUM PERMITTED NUMBER OF PASSENGERS

15-5.1
The Administration sets the maximum permitted number of passengers and enters this
number on the certificate.

6/

To be checked if it is necessary to relate the freeboard to the vessel’s length as indicated in 3-4.2 (see document
TRANS/SC.3/2004/1).
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15-5.2

The maximum permitted number of passengers shall not exceed any of the following values:

(i)

number of passengers for whom the existence of an evacuation area according to [15-6.8]
has been proven;

(ii)

number of passengers that has been taken into account for the stability calculation
according to [15-3];

(iii)

number of available berths for passengers on cabin vessels used for voyages including
overnight stays.

15-5.3
For cabin vessels which are also used as day trip vessels, the number of passengers shall be
calculated for use both as a day trip vessel and as a cabin vessel and entered on the certificate.
15-5.4
The maximum permitted number of passengers shall be displayed on clearly legible and
prominently positioned notices on board the vessel.
15-6

PASSENGER ROOMS AND AREAS

15-6.1

Passenger rooms shall:

(i)

on all decks, be located aft of the level of the collision bulkhead and, as long as they are
below the bulkhead deck, forward of the level of the aft-peak bulkhead, and

(ii)

be separated from the engine and boiler rooms in a gas-tight manner.

[(iii)

be so arranged, that sight lines in accordance with [10B-2] do not pass through them]7/

15-6.2
Cupboards and rooms referred to in [12-4 8/] and intended for the storage of flammable
liquids shall be outside the passenger area.
15-6.3
The number and width of the exits of passenger rooms shall comply with the following
requirements:

7/

(i)

Rooms or groups of rooms designed or arranged for 30 or more passengers or including
berths for 12 or more passengers shall have at least two exits. On day trip vessels one of
these two exits can be replaced by two emergency exits.

(ii)

If rooms are located below the bulkhead deck, one of the exits can be a watertight bulkhead
door, according to [15-2.10], leading into an adjacent compartment from which the upper
deck can be reached. The other exit shall lead directly or, if permitted in accordance with
(i), as an emergency exit into the open air, or to the bulkhead deck. This requirement does
not apply to individual cabins.

(iii)

Exits according to (i) and (ii) shall be suitably arranged and shall have a clear width of at
least 0.80 m and also a clear height of at least 2.00 m. For doors of passenger cabins and
other small rooms, the clear width can be reduced to 0.70 m.

To be considered.
A new section 12-4 should be added to chapter 12 in TRANS/SC.3/2004/1 reading:
“12-4 Storing flammable liquids
To store flammable liquids with a flash point of less 55oC there shall be a ventilated cupboard made of nonflammable material on deck. On its outside there shall be a symbol saying “No naked lights or fires and no
smoking” in keeping with sketch 2 of appendix [A] and with a diameter of at least 10 cm.”
8/
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(iv)

In the case of rooms or groups of rooms intended for more than 80 passengers the sum of
the widths of all exits intended for passengers and which shall be used by them in an
emergency shall be at least 0.01 m per passenger.

(v)

If the total width of the exits is determined by the number of passengers, the width of each
exit shall be at least 0.005 m per passenger.

(vi)

Emergency exits shall have a shortest side at least 0.60 m long or a minimum diameter of
0.70 m. They shall open in the direction of escape and be marked on both sides.

(vii)

Exits of rooms intended for use by persons with reduced mobility shall have a clear width of
at least 0.90 m. Exits normally used for embarking and disembarking people with reduced
mobility shall have a clear width of at least 1.50 m.

15-6.4

Doors of passenger rooms shall comply with the following requirements:

(i)

With the exception of doors leading to connecting corridors, they shall be capable of
opening outwards or be constructed as sliding doors.

(ii)

Cabin doors shall be made in such a way that they can also be unlocked from the outside at
any time.

(iii)

Powered doors shall open easily in the event of failure of the power supply to this
mechanism.

(iv)

For doors intended for use by persons with reduced mobility, there shall be from the
direction from which the door opens, a minimum clearance of 0.60 m between the inner
edge of the doorframe on the lock side and an adjacent perpendicular wall.

15-6.5

Connecting corridors shall comply with the following requirements:

(i)

They shall have a clear width of at least 0.80 m or, if they lead to rooms used by more than
80 passengers, at least 0.01 m per passenger.

(ii)

Their clear height shall be not less than 2.00 m.

(iii)

Connecting corridors intended for use by persons with reduced mobility shall have a clear
width of 1.30 m. Connecting corridors more than 1.50 m wide shall have hand rails on
either side.

(iv)

Where a part of the vessel or a room intended for passengers is served by a single
connecting corridor, the clear width thereof shall be at least 1.00 m.

(v)

Connecting corridors shall be free of steps.

(vi)

They shall lead only to open decks, rooms or staircases.

(vii)

Dead ends in connecting corridors shall be not longer than 2.00 m.

15-6.6
In addition to the provisions of [15-6.5], escape routes shall also comply with the following
requirements:
(i)

Stairways, exits and emergency exits shall be so disposed that, in the event of a fire in any
given area, the other areas may be evacuated safely.

(ii)

The escape routes shall lead by the shortest route to evacuation areas according to [15-6.8].
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(iii)

Escape routes shall not lead through engine rooms or galleys.

(iv)

There shall be no rungs, ladders or the like installed at any point along the escape routes.

(v)

Doors to escape routes shall be constructed in such a way as not to reduce the minimum
width of the escape route referred to in [15-6.5(i) or (iv)].

(vi)

Escape routes and emergency exits shall be clearly signed. The signs shall be lit by the
emergency lighting system.

15-6.7

Escape routes and emergency exits shall have a suitable safety guidance system.

15-6.8
For all persons on board, there shall be muster areas available which satisfy the following
requirements:
(i)

The total area of the muster areas in m2 shall correspond to at least the value produced by
the following formulae:
Day trip vessels:
Cabin vessels:

AS = 0,35 . Fmax [m²]
AS = 0,45 . Fmax [m²]

In these formulae the following definition applies:
Fmax =

maximum permitted number of passengers on board

(ii)

Each individual muster or evacuation area shall be larger than 10 m2.

(iii)

The muster areas shall be clear of furniture, whether movable or fixed.

(iv)

If movable furniture is located in a room in which muster areas are defined, it shall be
secured appropriately to avoid slipping.

(v)

Life-saving appliances shall be easily accessible from the evacuation areas.

(vi)

It shall be possible to evacuate people safely from these evacuation areas, using either side
of the vessel.

(vii)

The muster areas shall lie above the margin line.

(viii)

The muster and evacuation areas are to be shown as such in the safety plan and signposted
on board the vessel.

(ix)

If fixed seats or benches are located in a room in which muster areas are defined the
corresponding number of persons need not be taken into account when calculating the total
area of muster areas according to (i). However, the number of persons for whom fixed seats
or benches in a certain room are taken into account must not exceed the number of persons
for whom muster areas are available in this room.

(x)

The provisions of (iv) and (ix) also apply to free decks on which muster areas are defined.

(xi)

If collective life-saving appliances complying with [13-2.1.1], are available on board, the
number of persons for whom such appliances are available may be disregarded when
calculating the total surface area of the muster areas referred to in (i). [However, the total
area referred to in (i) shall be sufficient for at least 50% of the maximum permitted number
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of passengers on board even if collective life-saving appliances are available.] 9/
(xii)

However, in all cases where reductions to (ix) to (xi) are applied the total area according to
(i) shall be sufficient for at least 50 % of the maximum permitted number of passengers.

15-6.9
Stairs and their landings in the passenger areas shall comply with the following
requirements:
(i)

They shall be constructed in accordance with a recognised international standard.

(ii)

They shall have a clear width of at least 0.80 m or, if they lead to connecting corridors or
areas used by more than 80 passengers, at least 0.01 m per passenger.

(iii)

They shall have a clear width of at least 1.00 m if they provide the only means of access to a
room intended for passengers.

(iv)

Where there is not at least one staircase on each side of the vessel in the same room, they
shall lie in the safe area.

(v)

In addition, stairs intended for use by persons with reduced mobility shall comply with the
following requirements:
-

the gradient of the stairs shall not exceed 32°;

-

the stairs shall have a clear width of at least 0.90 m;

-

spiral staircases are not allowed;

-

the stairs shall not run in a direction transverse to the vessel;

-

the handrails of the stairs shall extend approximately 0.30 m beyond the top and
bottom of the stairs without restricting traffic routes;

-

handrails, front sides of at least the first and the last step as well as the floor
coverings at the ends of the stairs shall be colour highlighted.

15-6.10
Lifts intended for persons with reduced mobility, and lifting equipment, like stairlifts or
lifting platforms, shall be constructed according to a relevant standard or a regulation of the
Administration.
15-6.11
Parts of the deck intended for passengers, and which are not enclosed, shall comply with the
following requirements:

9/

(i)

They shall be surrounded by a fixed bulwark or guard rail at least 1.00 m high or a railing
according to a recognised international standard. Bulwarks and railings of decks intended
for use by persons with reduced mobility shall be at least 1.10 m high.

(ii)

Openings and equipment for embarking or disembarking and also openings for loading or
unloading shall be such that they can be secured and have a clear width of at least 1.00 m.
Openings, used normally for the embarking or disembarking of persons with reduced
mobility, shall have a clear width of at least 1.50 m.

(iii)

If the openings and equipment for embarking or disembarking cannot be observed from the
wheelhouse, optical or electronic aids shall be provided.

Deletion of last sentence to be considered.
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[(iv)

Passengers sitting down shall not interrupt sight lines in accordance with [10B-2]] 10/.

15-6.12
The parts of the vessel not intended for passengers, in particular access to the wheelhouse,
to the winches and to the engine rooms, shall be such that they can be secured against unauthorised
entry. At any such access, a symbol corresponding to sketch 1 in appendix [A] 11/ shall be displayed in
a prominent position.
15-6.13
Gangways shall be constructed in accordance with a recognised international standard.
By way of derogation from [7-3.1] fifth indent, their length can be less than 4 m.
15-6.14
Traffic areas intended for use by persons with reduced mobility shall have a clear width of
1.30 m and be free of doorsteps and sills more than 0.025 m high. Walls in traffic areas, intended for use
by persons with reduced mobility shall be equipped with handrails at a height of 0.90 m above the floor.
15-6.15
Glass doors and walls in traffic areas and also window panes shall be manufactured from
pre-stressed glass or laminated glass. They may also be made from a synthetic material, provided this is
authorised for use in a fire-protection context.
Transparent doors and transparent walls extending as far as the floor on traffic areas shall be
prominently marked.
15-6.16
Superstructures or their roofs consisting completely of panoramic panes shall only be
manufactured from materials which, in the event of an accident, reduce as much as possible the risks of
injury to the persons on board.
15-6.17

Potable water systems shall, at least, comply with the requirements of [17-9].

15-6.18
There shall be toilets available for passengers. At least one toilet shall be fitted for use by
persons with reduced mobility according to a relevant standard or a regulation of the Administration
and shall be accessible from areas intended for use by persons with reduced mobility.
15-6.19

Cabins without an opening window shall be connected to a ventilation system.

15-7

PROPULSION SYSTEM 12/

15-7.1
In addition to the main propulsion system, vessels shall be equipped with a second
independent propulsion system so as to ensure that, in the event of a breakdown affecting the main
propulsion system, the vessel can continue to make steerageway under its own power.
15-7.2
The second independent propulsion system shall be placed in a separate engine room. If
both engine rooms have common partitions, these shall be built according to [15-11.2].

10/
11/
12/

To be considered.
See TRANS/SC.3/104/Add.6.
Basin administration may waive the requirements prescribed in this section.
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15-8

SAFETY DEVICES AND EQUIPMENT

15-8.1
All passenger vessels shall have internal communication facilities according to 11-6.3. Such
facilities shall also be available in the operational rooms and - where there is no direct communication
from the wheelhouse – in the muster and evacuation areas for passengers as referred to in [15-6.8].
15-8.2
All passenger areas shall be reachable via a loudspeaker system. The system shall be
designed in such a way as to ensure that the information transmitted can be clearly distinguished from
background noise. Loudspeakers are optional where direct communication between the wheelhouse and
the passenger area is possible.
15-8.3
(i)

The vessel shall be equipped with an alarm system. The system shall include:
An alarm system enabling passengers, crew members and shipboard personnel to alert the
vessel's command and crew.
This alarm shall be given only in areas assigned to the vessel’s command and to the crew; it
shall only be possible for the vessel’s command to stop the alarm. The alarm shall be
capable of being triggered from at least the following places:
-

in each cabin;

-

in the corridors, lifts and stairwells, with the distance to the nearest trigger not
exceeding 10 m and with at least one trigger per watertight compartment;

-

in lounges, dining rooms and similar recreation rooms;

-

in toilets, intended for use by persons with reduced mobility;

-

in engine rooms, galleys and similar rooms where there is a fire risk;

-

in the cold-storage rooms and other store rooms.

The alarm triggers shall be installed at a height above the floor of 0.85 m to 1.10 m.
(ii)

An alarm system enabling the vessel's command to alert passengers.
This alarm shall be clearly and unmistakably audible in all rooms accessible to passengers.
It shall be capable of being triggered from the wheelhouse and from a location that is
permanently staffed.

(iii)

An alarm system enabling the vessel’s command to alert the crew and shipboard personnel.
The alarm system referred to in [10B-5.2], shall also reach the recreation rooms for the
shipboard personnel, the cold-storage rooms and other store rooms.
Alarm triggers shall be protected against unintentional use.

15-8.4

Each watertight compartment shall be fitted with a bilge level alarm.

15-8.5

Two motor-driven bilge pumps shall be provided.

15-8.6

A permanently installed bilge system according to [5-6.4], shall be provided on board.
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15-8.7
inside.

Cold storage room doors, even when locked, shall also be capable of being opened from the

15-8.8
Where CO2 bar-systems are situated in rooms below deck these rooms shall be fitted with an
automatic ventilation system. The ventilation ducts shall run down to 0.05 m from the floor of this room.
15-8.9
In addition to the first-aid kit specified in 7-3.1, additional first-aid kits shall be
provided in sufficient number. The first-aid kits and their storage shall comply with the
requirements set out in 7-3.1. 13/
LIFE-SAVING APPLIANCES 14/

15-9

15-9.1
In addition to the life jackets specified in [13-5.2.1 (iii) and 13-5.3.1 (ii)] passenger vessels
shall be supplied with additional lifejackets for children in quantity equal to 10 per cent of the total
number of passengers.15/
15-9.2
In addition to the lifebuoys specified in [13-5.2.1 (iv) and 13-5.3.1 (iii)] all parts of the deck
intended for passengers and not enclosed shall be equipped with lifebuoys on both sides of the vessel,
positioned not more than 20 m apart. The administration may require lifebuoys to be fitted with lifelines
or self-igniting lights additionally to those referred to in [13-3.3.2].
15-9.3
For vessels with 2-compartment status or 1-compartment status and having double skins the
administration may reduce the aggregate capacity of collective life-saving appliances referred to in [135.2.1 or 13-5.3.1].
15-10

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

15-10.1

Only electrical equipment is permitted for lighting.

15-10.2
The provision of [6-2.13.4] applies also for passageways and recreation rooms for
passengers.
15-10.3

13/

For the following rooms and locations, adequate lighting shall be provided:

(i)

locations where life-saving equipment is stored and where such equipment is normally
prepared for use;

(ii)

escape routes, access for passengers, including gangways, entrances and exits, connecting
corridors, lifts and accommodation area companionways, cabin areas and accommodation
areas;

(iii)

markings on the escape routes and emergency exits;

(iv)

in other areas intended for use by persons with reduced mobility;

Paragraph 7-3.1 of chapter 7 in TRANS/SC.3/2004/1 should be modified to read: “The first-aid kit with a
content in accordance with a relevant standard of the Administration kept in an accommodation room or in the
wheelhouse and stored in such a way that it is easily and safely accessible if necessary. If the first-aid kit is stored
concealed the cover shall be marked by a symbol for first-aid kit, having a side length of at least 10 cm.”
14/
See also Chapter 13.
15/
Dealt with in section 13-5.4. It is proposed to delete 13-5.4 and reproduce its text here.
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(v)

control centres, engine rooms, steering equipment rooms and their exits;

(vi)

wheelhouse;

(vii)

emergency power supply room;

(viii)

points at which extinguishers and fire extinguishing equipment controls are located;

(ix)

areas in which passengers, shipboard personnel and crew muster in the event of danger.

15-10.4
In addition to [6-2.16.6], adequate emergency lighting shall be provided for the following
rooms and locations:
(i)

escape routes, access for passengers, including gangways, entrances and exits, connecting
corridors, lifts and accommodation area companionways, cabin areas and accommodation
areas;

(ii)

markings on the escape routes and emergency exits;

(iii)

in other areas intended for use by persons with reduced mobility;

(iv)

control centres, steering equipment rooms and their exits;

(v)

emergency power supply room;

(vi)

points at which extinguishers and fire extinguishing equipment controls are located.

15-10.5
also:
(i)

In addition to [6-2.16.5] the capacity of the emergency source 16/ shall be sufficient to supply
audible warning devices;

(ii)

a searchlight that can be operated from the wheelhouse;

(iii)

fire alarm system;

(iv)

lifts and lifting equipment within the meaning of [15-6.10].

15-11

FIRE PROTECTION

15-11.1
The suitability for fire protection of materials and components shall be established by a
competent body recognised by the Administration on the basis of appropriate test methods.
15-11.2

Partitions between rooms shall be designed in accordance with the following tables:

Table for partitions between rooms, in which no pressurised sprinkler systems according to [12-3.6] are
installed
Rooms

Control
centres

Stairwells

Muster
areas

Lounges

Engine
rooms

Galleys

Store
rooms

Control centres

-

A0

A0/B15+

A30

A60

A60

A60

-

A0

A30

A60

A60

A60

-

A30/B15++

A60

A60

A60

Stairwells
Muster areas
16/

The text of 6-2.16.4(ii) should be modified to read: “On passenger vessels navigating in zones 2 and 3, above
the freeboard deck and outside the machinery space. If the vessel is less than 25 m in length, the emergency source
may be installed in the machinery space, as high up as possible.
+
Partitions between control centres and internal muster areas shall correspond to Type A0, but external muster
areas only to Type B15.
++
Partitions between lounges and internal muster areas shall correspond to Type A30, but external muster areas
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Rooms

Control
centres

Stairwells

Muster
areas

Lounges

Lounges

Engine
rooms

Galleys

Store
rooms

-/B15

A60

A60

A60

A60/A0

A60

A60

+++

Engine rooms

++++

A0

Galleys

A60/B15

+++++

-

Store rooms

Table for partitions between rooms, in which pressurised sprinkler systems according to [12-3.6] are
installed
Rooms
Control centres

Control
centres
-

Stairwells
A0
-

Stairwells
Muster areas

Muster
areas
A 0/ B 15

A0

A0

A0

A 60

A 30

A 0

-

A 30/B15

A 60

A 60

A 60

- / B 0+++

A 60

A 30

A 0

A 60/A 0

A 60

A 60

-

B15

+

Lounges
Engine rooms

Lounges

++

Engine
rooms
A 60

++++

Galleys

A 60

Store
rooms
A 30

-

Store rooms

(i)

Galleys

Type "A" partitions are bulkheads, walls and decks which satisfy the following
requirements:
-

They are made of steel or of another equivalent material.

-

They are appropriately stiffened.

-

They are insulated with an approved non-combustible material such that the average
temperature on the side facing away from the fire rises to not more than 140°C above
the initial temperature and at no point, including the gaps at the joints, does a
temperature increase of more than 180°C above the initial temperature occur within
the following specified periods:
Type A60
Type A30
Type A0

-

60 minutes
30 minutes
0 minutes.

They are constructed in such a way as to prevent the transmission of smoke and
flames until the end of the one-hour normal fire test.

only to Type B15.
+++
Partitions between cabins, partitions between cabins and corridors and vertical partitions separating lounges
according to [15-12.10] shall comply with Type B15, for rooms fitted with pressurised sprinkler systems B0.
++++
Partitions between engine rooms according to [15-8 and 6-2.16], shall comply with Type A60; in other cases,
they shall comply with Type A0.
+++++

other.

B15 is sufficient for the partitions between galleys, on the one hand, and cold-storage rooms or food store rooms, on the
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(ii)

Type-B partitions are bulkheads, walls, decks and ceilings together with facings that meet
the following requirements:
-

They are made of an approved non-combustible material. Furthermore, all materials
used in the manufacture and assembly of partitions shall be non-combustible, except
for the facing, which shall be at least fire-retardant.

-

They demonstrate an insulation value such that the average temperature on the side
facing away from the fire rises to not more than 140°C above the initial temperature
and at no point, including the gaps at the joints, does a temperature increase of more
than 225ºC above the initial temperature occur within the following specified periods:
Type B15
Type B0

(iii)

15 minutes
0 minutes.

They are constructed in such a way as to prevent the transmission of flames until the
end of the first half hour of the normal fire test.

The Administration can prescribe a test on a sample partition in order to ensure
compliance with the above provisions.

15-11.3
Paints, lacquers and other surface-treatment products as deck coverings used in rooms
except engine rooms and store rooms shall be fire-retardant. Carpets, fabrics, curtains and other
hanging textile materials as well as upholstered furniture and components of bedding shall be fireretardant if the rooms in which they are located are not equipped with a pressurised sprinkler system
according to [12-3.6].
15-11.4
Lounge ceilings and wall claddings, including their substructures, shall, where these
lounges do not have a pressurised sprinkler system according to [12-3.6] be manufactured from noncombustible materials with the exception of their surfaces, which shall be at least flame-retardant.
15-11.5
Furniture and fittings in lounges which serve as muster areas shall, where the rooms do not
have a pressurised sprinkler system according to [12-3.6], be manufactured from non-combustible
materials.
15-11.6
Paints, lacquers and other materials used on exposed internal areas shall not produce
excessive amounts of smoke or toxic substances.
15-11.7
Insulation materials in lounges shall be non-combustible. This does not apply to insulations
used on coolant-carrying pipes. The surfaces of the insulation materials used on these pipes shall be at
least flame-retardant.
15-11.8

Doors in partitions according to [15-11.2] shall satisfy the following requirements:

(i)

They shall satisfy the same requirements set out in [15-11.2] as the partitions themselves.

(ii)

They shall be self-closing in the case of doors in partition walls according to [15-11.10] or
in the case of enclosures around engine rooms, galleys and stairwells.
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(iii)

Self-closing doors which remain open in normal operation shall be such that they can be
closed from a location permanently manned by the ship’s personnel. Once a door has been
remotely closed, it shall be possible to reopen and close it safely on the spot.

(iv)

Watertight doors according to [15-2] need not be insulated.

15-11.9
Walls according to [15-11.2] shall be continuous from deck to deck or end at continuous
ceilings, which satisfy the same requirements as referred to in [15-11.2].
15-11.10 The following passenger areas shall be divided by vertical partitions as referred to in
[15-11.2]:
(i)

passenger areas with a total surface area of more than 800 m2;

(ii)

passenger areas in which there are cabins, at intervals of not more than 40 m.

[Openings and penetrations through the vertical partitions shall have closing devices. They shall be
continuous from deck to deck] 17/.
15-11.11 Hollows above ceilings, beneath floors and behind wall claddings shall be separated at
intervals of not more than 14 m by non-combustible draught stops which, even in the event of fire,
provide an effective fireproof seal.
[15.11(12) Stairs shall be made of steel or another non-combustible material of equivalent value.] 18/
[15-11.12 Internal stairs and lifts shall be encapsulated at all levels by walls according to
[15-11.2]. The following exceptions are permissible:
(i)

a staircase connecting only two decks does not need to be encapsulated, if on one of the
decks the staircase is enclosed according to [15-11.2];

(ii)

in a lounge, stairs need not be encapsulated if they are located entirely within the interior of
this room, and

15-11.13

17/
18/
19/

-

if this room extends over only two decks, or

-

if there is a pressurised sprinkler system according to [12-3.6] installed in this room
on all decks, this room has a smoke extraction system according to [15-11.15] and the
room has access on all decks to a stairwell.] 19/

Ventilation systems and air supply systems shall satisfy the following requirements:

(i)

They shall be designed in such a way as to ensure that they themselves do not cause the
spread of fire and smoke.

(ii)

Openings for air intake and extraction and air supply systems shall be such that they can be
closed off.

(iii)

Ventilation ducts shall be made of steel or an equivalent non-combustible material.

To be clarified
Left void, covered by 12-1.2.
Check if this is already covered as a general statement.
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(iv)

When ventilation ducts with a cross-section of more than 0.02 m2 are passed through
partitions according to [15-11.2]. of Type A or partitions according to [15-11.10], they
shall be fitted with automatic fire dampers which can be operated from a location
permanently manned by shipboard personnel or crew members.

(v)

Ventilation systems for galleys and engine rooms shall be separated from ventilation systems
which supply other areas.
Air extraction ducts shall be provided with lockable openings for inspection and cleaning.
These openings shall be located close to the fire dampers.

(vi)
(vii)

Built-in ventilators shall be such that they can be switched off from a central location
outside the engine room.

15-11.14 Galleys shall be fitted with ventilation systems and stoves with extractors. The air extraction
ducts of the extractors shall satisfy the requirements according to [15-11.13] and, additionally, be fitted
with manually operated fire dampers at the inlet openings.
[15-11.15 Control centres, stairwells and internal evacuation areas shall be fitted with natural or
mechanical smoke extraction systems. Smoke extraction systems shall satisfy the following requirements:
(i)

They shall offer sufficient capacity and reliability.

(ii)

They shall comply with the operating conditions for passenger vessels.

(iii)

If smoke extraction systems also serve as general ventilators for the rooms, this shall not
hinder their function as smoke extraction systems in the event of a fire.

(iv)

Smoke extraction systems shall have a manually operated triggering device.

(v)

Mechanical smoke extraction systems shall additionally be such that they can be operated
from a location permanently manned by shipboard personnel or crew members.

(vi)

Natural smoke extraction systems shall be fitted with an opening mechanism, operated
either manually or by a power source inside the ventilator.

(vii)

Manually operated triggering devices and opening mechanisms shall be accessible from
inside or outside the room being protected.] 20/

[15-11.16 Lounges not constantly supervised by shipboard personnel or crew members, galleys,
engine rooms and other rooms presenting a fire risk shall be connected to an appropriate fire alarm
system. The existence of a fire and its exact whereabouts shall be automatically displayed at a location
permanently manned by shipboard personnel or crew members.] 21/
15-12 FIRE-FIGHTING
15-12.1
In addition to the portable extinguishers according to [12-3.1], at least the following
portable extinguishers shall be available on board:

20/
21/

(i)

one extinguisher for every 120 m² of gross floor area in passenger areas;

(ii)

one portable extinguisher per group of 10 cabins, rounded upwards;

These systems are not used in all countries.
Check if this is already covered as a general statement.
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(iii)

one portable extinguisher in each galley and in the vicinity of any room in which flammable
liquids are stored or used. In galleys the quenching material shall be suitable for fighting fat
fires.

These additional fire extinguishers shall meet the requirements laid down in [12-3.2] and be installed
and distributed on the vessel so that, in the event of a fire starting at any point and at any time, a fire
extinguisher can be reached immediately. In every galley and also in hairdressing salons and
perfumeries, there shall be a fire blanket to hand.
15-12.2
Passenger vessels shall be provided with a hydrant system referred to in [12-3.7],
consisting of:
(i)

two motor-driven fire extinguishing pumps of sufficient capacity, at least one of which is
permanently installed;

(ii)

one fire extinguisher line with a sufficient number of hydrants with permanently connected
fire hoses at least 20 m in length and fitted with a standard nozzle capable of producing
both a mist and a jet of water and incorporating a shut-off facility.

For smaller vessels the basin Administration may give exemptions from these requirements.
15-12.3
Hydrant systems shall be designed and dimensioned in such a way that:
(i)

any point of the vessel can be reached from at least two hydrants in different places, each
with a single hose length of not more than 20 m, and

(ii)

the pressure at the hydrants is at least 300 kPa.

If a hydrant chest is provided, an “extinguisher hose” symbol similar to that shown in sketch 5 in
appendix [A], of at least 100 mm side length, shall be affixed to the outside of the chest.
15-12.4
Hydrant valves or cocks shall be such that they can be set so that each of the fire hoses can
be separated and removed during operation of the fire extinguishing pumps.
15-12.5

Fire hoses in the internal area shall be rolled up on an axially connected reel.

15-12.6
Materials for fire-fighting equipment shall either be heat-resistant or shall be suitably
protected against failure to work when subjected to high temperatures.
15-12.7
Fire-fighting systems shall be arranged in such a way that they can be completely
drained to avoid the possibility of freezing.
15-12.8

The fire pumps shall:

(i)

be located in separate rooms;

(ii)

be such that they can be operated independently of each other;

(iii)

each be capable, on all decks, of maintaining the necessary pressure at the hydrants;

(iv)

be installed forward of the aft bulkhead.
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15-12.9
Engine rooms shall be fitted with a fixed fire extinguishing system according to
22/
[12-3.6].
15-12.10

On cabin vessels there shall be:

(i)

two self-contained breathing apparatus sets;

(ii)

two sets of equipment consisting of at least a protective suit, helmet, boots, gloves, axe,
crowbar, torch and safety-line, and

(iii)

four smoke hoods.

15-13

SAFETY ORGANISATION

15-13.1
A safety rota shall be provided on board passenger vessels. The safety rota describes the
duties of the crew and the shipboard personnel in the following eventualities:
(i)

breakdown,

(ii)

fire on board,

(iii)

evacuation of passengers,

(iv)

person overboard.

Specific safety measures for persons with reduced mobility shall be taken into consideration.
The crew members and shipboard personnel designated in the safety rota should be assigned their
various duties, depending on the posts they occupy. Special instructions to the crew shall ensure that, in
the event of danger, all doors and openings in the watertight bulkheads referred to in [15-2] shall be
closed immediately.
15-13.2
The safety rota includes a safety plan, in which at least the following are clearly and
precisely designated:

22/
23/

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

areas intended for use by persons with reduced mobility;
escape routes, emergency exits and muster and evacuation areas as referred to in [15-6.8];
life-saving appliances and ship’s boats23;
fire extinguishers, fire hydrants and hoses and fire extinguishing systems;
other safety equipment;
the alarm system referred to in [15-8.3(i)];
the alarm system referred to in [15-8.3(ii) and (iii)];
the bulkhead doors referred to in [15-2.5], and the location of their controls, as well as the
other openings referred to in [15-2.9, 15-2.10 and 15-2.13 and 15-3.12];

(ix)
(x)
(xi)
(xii)
(xiii)

doors pursuant to [15-11.8];
fire dampers;
fire alarm system;
emergency power plant;
ventilation system control units;

Check if there is a general provision.
In annex II of the draft revised Directive 82/714/EC it is called ‘dinghy’ (definition 23a).
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(xiv)
(xv)
(xvi)
(xvii)
(xviii)
(xix)
15-13.3

shore connections;
fuel line shut-offs;
liquefied gas installations;
public address systems;
radiotelephone equipment;
first aid kits.
The safety rota according to [15-13.1] and the safety plan according to [15-13.2] shall:

(i)
(ii)

be duly stamped by the Administration, and
be prominently displayed at an appropriate point on each deck.

15-13.4
Details shall be posted up in each cabin showing the instructions in emergency cases for
passengers together with a simplified safety plan containing only the information referred to in [1513.2(i) to (vi)].
The instructions shall include at least:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

emergency cases:
fire;
flooding;
general hazard;
description of various alarm signals;
information on:
escape routes;
what to do;
need to keep calm;
information to prevent accidents due to:
smoking;
use of fire and open flames;
opening windows;
use of certain items of equipment.

This information shall be prominently displayed in appropriate languages.
15-14 24/

EXEMPTIONS FOR CERTAIN PASSENGER VESSELS

15-14.1
As an alternative to proving adequate stability after damage according to [15-3.7 to 153.13], passenger vessels with a length of not more than 25 m, authorised to carry up to a maximum of 50
passengers [and intended to operate in zone 3] shall comply with the following criteria:
(i)
(ii)

after symmetrical flooding, the immersion of the vessel shall not exceed the margin line and
the metacentric height GMR shall not be less than 0.10 m.

The necessary residual buoyancy shall be assured through the appropriate choice of material used for
the construction of the hull or by means of highly cellular foam floats, solidly attached to the hull. In the
case of vessels with a length of more than 15 m, residual buoyancy can be ensured by a combination of
floats and subdivision complying with the 1-compartment status according to in [15-3].
24/

Is still under discussion.
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15-14.2
If a vessel benefits from the derogations under [15-14.1], the equipment carried on board
shall include – in addition to the life-saving equipment mentioned in [15-9.1 to 15-9.3] – collective lifesaving equipment according to [13-5.3], in respect of 50% of the maximum number of permitted
passengers.
15-14.3
Where appropriate, the Administration may waive the application of 13-2.4 in the case of
passenger vessels intended to carry a maximum number of 250 passengers and with a length of not more
than 25 m, provided they are equipped with a suitable means to enable persons to be recovered safely
from the water.
15-14.4
The Administration may waive the application of 13-2.4 in the case of passenger vessels
certificated to carry a maximum number of 600 passengers and with a length of not more than 45 m,
provided the passenger vessel is equipped with a suitable means as in 15-14.3 and the vessel has:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

a rudder propeller, a cycloidal propeller or a water jet as main propulsion, or
a main propulsion system with 2 propulsion units, or
a main propulsion system and a bow-thruster.

15-14.5
By way of derogation from [15-2.9], passenger vessels with a length not exceeding 45 m and
permitted to carry at most a number of passengers corresponding to the length of the vessel in metres
are allowed to have on board, in the passenger area, a manually controlled bulkhead door without
remote control according to [15-2.5], if:
(i)

the vessel has only one deck;

(ii)

this door is accessible directly from the deck and is not more than 10 m away from the exit
to the deck;

(iii)

the lower edge of the door opening lies at least 30 cm above the floor of the passenger area,
and
each of the compartments divided by the door is fitted with a bilge level alarm.

(iv)

15-14.6
The provision of 15-1.2(v) does not apply to passenger vessels with a length not exceeding
45 m when the liquefied gas installations are fitted with appropriate alarm systems for CO
concentrations posing a health risk and for potentially explosive mixtures of gas and air.
15-14.7

The following provisions do not apply to passenger vessels up to 25 m long:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

[15-4.1] last sentence 25/;
[15-6.6(iii)], for the galleys, as long as a second escape route is available;
[15-7].

15-14.8
For cabin vessels with a length of not more than 45 m [15-12.10] shall not be applied,
provided smoke-hoods in a number corresponding to the number of berths are readily accessible in
each cabin.
________________
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Needs clarification.

